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Opportunities to be
involved with your union
The union continues to
grow in strength and from
all at SWU and the SWU
Executive your ongoing
support is important. A
lot that we have done
during this crisis has
worked well and has been
well received, with many
people working incredibly
hard and conscientiously
to make and implement the necessary quick
decisions and communicate them as soon as
possible and praise goes out to all staff as part
of the BASW Communications Team. As a
SWU member, you will know that Employment
Representation from a Qualified Social Worker
who knows the profession inside and out is
important. The Trade Union A&R Team are at
the forefront of this organisations and if you ever
need their services then you can be assured
of professionalism from a service from social
workers who understand the profession. The
work of the A&R Team over the recent Covid-19
has been outstanding and once more reassures
SWU members that membership is important as
part of your BASW membership; ultimately only
SWU can guarantee interventions and employment
challenges with your employer if needed. In
addition, SWU remains active with the Austerity
Action Group and promoting activism with further
opportunities to be involved with the union
though being a Union Contact in the workplace.
SWU Executive - with the majority of the
Executive coming to the end of term periods we
are now looking for new Executive Members to
drive the union into our 10th Anniversary
Year and beyond. Please do
consider

applying. I am always available should you
need an informal discussion about joining the
Executive and the role.
SWU AGM - The planning for the AGM is almost
complete and this will be a virtual AGM due to the
present Covid-19 situation. Further details will be
emailed to members late August on how you can
access the AGM and joining instructions.
SWU Assignment Competition - The
assignment competition has been the most
successful by far this year and the entries were
all high quality. I hope you enjoy reading the
winning four entries and once more thank you
to all social work students who took the time to
complete an entry.
Specialist unions like SWU are the right way to
stand up for the Social Work profession; particularly
as the big unions and the leadership of some of the
major unions are dealing with hundreds of different
professions. Therefore, just how much time are the
big unions speaking about Social Work if they get
time with elected MPs and Government Ministers?
We are getting this time and part of this is that our
union is run by Social Workers for Social Workers.
The more specialised you are, the easier it is to
campaign on a clear message as is the case with
our new campaign which we will be creating over
the next month.
New Social Worker Wellbeing and Working
Conditions: Good Practice Toolkit. The toolkit
has been developed by BASW with Bath Spa
University and SWU and is aimed at accelerating
action across all parts of the workplace. Social
workers provide vital services and support to
people in communities across the UK. Like all
professionals, social workers need the right
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context and resources to do their job, ongoing
support, and development opportunities. They
need respect and recognition from multiprofessional colleagues, enough control over
their workload and enough autonomy to use their
professional skills to the full.
https://www.basw.co.uk/resources/social-workerwellbeing-and-working-conditions
This toolkit is aimed at accelerating action across
all parts of the workplace. It is built on the
principle that improvement in organisations - for
staff and for the people we serve - often needs
everyone involved to work together, and that
social workers in practice can be empowered to
shape change and use their professional agency
and power, individually and collectively.
Bath Spa University, BASW and SWU are not
alone in their determination to improve the context
and experience of social workers in the workplace.

We believe our toolkit is a valuable and powerful
contribution to joint efforts across our sector
and we will signpost on the website to other key
resources that also can make a difference.
Who is this toolkit for?
This toolkit is aimed at social workers in practice,
social work supervisors, workforce development
leads, managers, and leaders.
For social workers in practice, it should help
you be more informed and empowered to
look after yourself better at work; recognise
when you need support and how to access it;
develop knowledge and skills to influence your
organisation; and know your rights and what you
should expect from your employer. Knowledge
is power. Knowing your rights at work and
the evidence of what constitutes a healthy
workplace, understanding what is most likely to
work in self-care and knowing more about how
managers and employers can support you better,
are all important and can
make a big difference. The
toolkit should help you feel
more confident to make your
workplace needs known to
local and national authorities
and to act to make changes
yourself where you can.
The toolkit will also be useful
for educators of social
work students preparing
social workers for qualifying
and entry into practice
and providing continuing
professional development.
You can download the
toolkit here:
https://www.basw.
co.uk/resources/socialworkerwellbeing-andworking-conditions
Hope you all have a lovely
summer and enjoy this
bumper edition of the
newsletter.

John McGowan
General Secretary
j.mcgowan
@swu-union.org.uk
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Social Workers Union activates campaign to
encourage urgent action to address key issues
Social work is on a precipice following the
devastating impact of COVID-19 on working
conditions and morale amongst social workers.
These concerns have led the Social Workers
Union (SWU) to implement a campaign to
encourage urgent action to address these
issues. John McGowan, SWU General
Secretary, has written to a number of MPs and
Government Officials highlighting the issues.
In the letter, McGowan has highlighted that;
“Social work is on a precipice following the
devastating impact of COVID-19 on working
conditions and morale amongst social workers.
Furthermore, the risk of hidden tragedies, with
many social workers seriously concerned that
the most at risk people have been unable to
be reached through digital interventions and
communications alone.” In addition, the SWU
GS is advising politicians that there will be “a
mental health collapse among staff dealing
with the sick and elderly, many of whom have
witnessed significant death rates among their
clients without receiving adequate support
in dealing with their grief. Importantly, there
are member concerns about the increase
of referrals to social services and required
assessments when we resume to a degree of
normality.”
These concerns have led the Social Workers
Union and union activists to plan a campaign
to encourage urgent action to address these
issues. At this time the provisions in our health
and safety legislation for risk assessments
and for the duty of care are critical and in the
forefront in every workplace.
At the General Federation of Trade Unions’
recent executive meeting the unsung
daily effectiveness of SWU members in
protecting lives was hearteningly conveyed.
Unsurprisingly the new conditions that are
generating more mental health issues are also
creating a changed environment, challenging
the greatly needed services of those who
can help most, like social
workers.

This follows years of under-funding in our
public services by successive governments
that has hampered the ability of front line
services such as social work to be able to
respond as effectively as they could. The scale
of the sacrifice, that the nation now recognises,
that so many groups of workers are making
only deepened the anger directed towards
those in the government, like the Chancellor,
who are planning to make today’s heroes
tomorrow’s victims in a new round of austerity.

Dear XXX,
Social work is on a precipice following the
devastating impact of COVID-19 on working
conditions and morale among social workers.
Urgent action is required by social work employers to
support front line social workers and ensure services
are fit for purpose as lock down eases.
Concerns reported to the Social Workers Union
helpline in the recent weeks can be grouped
into five main areas:

1. The risk of hidden tragedies with many
social workers frightened that the most
vulnerable people have been unable to be
reached through digital interventions.
2. Use of agency staff as a “human shield”
to protect permanent staff from going
into unsafe situations, with unscrupulous
managers threatening staff who do not
comply with the sack.

3. Inadequate PPE and risk assessments,
with reports of social workers having
to provide their own face masks and
the Social Workers Union taking the
unprecedented step of recommending
front line staff should perform their own risk
assessments to make sure they are safe.
4. A mental health collapse among staff
dealing with the sick and elderly, many of
whom have witnessed significant death
rates among their clients and receiving
inadequate support in dealing with grief.
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5. The expected deluge of demand of
referrals to social services and required
assessments as lockdown continues to
ease (exacerbated by the potential pitfalls
of staffing levels caused by the build-up of
annual leave and continued shielding of
experienced social workers).

John McGowan, General Secretary of the
Social Workers Union and SWU union officials,
would welcome the opportunity to discuss
further (via video and audio conferencing) the
problems faced by social workers before our
campaign is launched in the coming weeks.
Best wishes

These concerns have led the Social Workers
Union to plan a campaign to encourage urgent
action to address these issues.

John McGowan
SWU General Secretary

President’s Message
On the 17th June I
cancelled my booking at
a hotel in Thailand. This
had been booked on 9th
February and I was due
to arrive on 3rd July. I
started to think about
the many social workers
working hard in very
difficult circumstances,
tired and under stress,
absolutely desperate for
a holiday. It is difficult to know when holidays
abroad, or even in this country, will resume.
I have been isolated for many weeks with my
two Turkish Van cats. The cats are friendly
and affectionate and seem pleased to have
me home. However I am aware of my very
low status in my home, as obviously the cats
regard themselves at the very top and vastly
superior to me as a mere human.
The tragic death of George Floyd has focused
our minds on the pernicious evil of racism
which is just as infectious as the worst virus.
This is something that has led to immeasurable
misery for so many. It is a disease that can
turn people into monsters. It can quickly lead
to the most terrible atrocities; Nazi Germany,
the former Yugoslavia, the British slave trade,
the Armenian massacre, Rwanda. The list is
endless . As well as these enormous atrocities
the every day experience of countless number
of people is tarnished by this evil. Social work
and social workers have continually
stood as a vanguard

against this disease. Social workers from all
over the world have continually challenged
racism. This is something we can be very
proud of. Long may they continue to challenge
racism wherever it occurs.
I have been involved recently with others
in the redevelopment of the SWU Working
Conditions Campaign in conjunction with the
organisation, Campaign Collective. We have
written to select MPs informing them that social
work is on the precipice during this pandemic.
In addition, as you may already be aware,
SWU has instigated a survey developed by
Campaign Collective concerning the worries
about social work after Covid-19.
It is surprising how busy SWU has been in
recent weeks. All meetings and discussions
are of course online or by phone. The SWU
Executive continue to meet regularly online.
SWU has been involved with BASW with the
development of the Wellbeing Toolkit which was
launched during the recent online BASW 50th
Birthday Celebrations 22nd to 23rd June. The
Trade Union Contacts remain busy and the
demands on the Advice and Representation
Service are not surprisingly high at this time.
We have almost 13,400 members and growing.
Much work is going on to ensure we are the
best possible trade union for social workers.
Many thanks for your support for SWU and the
outstanding work you are doing. Look after
yourself. Keep well and stay safe.

James Birchall
President SWU
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SWU Member Dr Peter Unwin highlights key issues regarding -

Service Users and Carers
The University of Worcester has a 40 strong service user and carer group,
IMPACT, whose members contribute to the teaching, recruitment and
research activities on social work and other vocational courses. IMPACT
members have also contributed a range of SWU/BASW activities with Jodie
from IMPACT sitting on the Austerity Action Group, alongside Stephen from
the National Survivor User Network.
Lockdown has been a mixed experience for members, whose backgrounds cover a range of issues
from serious physical illness, mental health and survivors of domestic violence. Some have found
lockdown a time to reflect and have taken on new roles, such as offering telephone support to
isolated people and become adept at social media. Others have found the lockdown reminiscent
of darker times in their lives, for example when they have been sectioned or were in a relationship
where they had no control. Only about 15 out of the 40 members have been able to participate in
the weekly support sessions held on Zoom, illustrating that not everybody can afford the requisite
technology or do not have the cognitive or fine motor skills to participate in such forums.
Peter Unwin, SWU member, facilitates the IMPACT group and is currently conducting research
in co-production with Joy, also an IMPACT member. The lived experiences of the group so far
shared with the researchers include a female carer of a multiply-disabled adult son who needs
night-time care seven days a week but whose care package has dwindled away, as has the carer’s
yearly respite week; several members whose anxiety conditions have worsened; a member whose
mental and physical health plummeted after being moved at short notice from his own room in
a nursing home ‘for financial reasons’ - this latter case is shocking and makes a mockery of all
policies surrounding human rights and dignity. Group members have rallied to support the member
concerned and their family, the lack of being able to visit in person making a bad situation so much
worse. On a more positive front, several members have started cooking, gardening, writing and
doing more walking; several commenting that it has made them realise how much they truly value
true human contact and genuine interpersonal contact.
There are several poets in the IMPACT group - Claire (the Poet with Passion) wrote the poem Safe
to reflect her feelings about lockdown:-

Safe?
Two metres away
We must obey
Just to stay
Safe
Don’t shake hands
Cancel social plans
Across the land
Safe

We must isolate
Try to meditate
It feels great
Safe
Silence all around
Barely human sound
Beating heart pound
Safe
Sunshine spring sky
Birds tweeting nearby

I’m gonna cry
Safe
Time is endless
Anxiety so effortless
Living such stress
Safe
The phone rings
Your voice brings
Secure, warm feelings
Safe
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The recent articles from SWU Advice and Representation
have gone down well with emails asking for more. We
are therefore delighted that SWU Trade Union Advice and
Representation Officer Julie Long shares another piece of
advice and this time on:

Barbara Castle & The Equal Pay Act 1970
In post war Britain equal pay had become an issue close to the hearts of women all over the country.
On the 28th January 1970 Barbara Castle, the Labour Party’s most charismatic female politician,
introduced the Equal Pay Bill to the House of Commons. Unusually the Bill received an unopposed
second reading, prompting MP’s from all parties to cross the floor of the house to congratulate
Barbara on what was an historic piece of legislation.
The Equal Pay Act (1970) introduced an ‘implied equality clause’ into all employees’ contracts. This
had the effect of eliminating separate, lower, women’s rates of pay. The gender pay gap in the UK
remains among the highest in the European Union with women earning 15.5% less than men (23
Jan 2019).
Barbara was born on 6th October 1910 into a middle class, non-conformist, devoutly political family.
The youngest of three, Barbara grew up in Yorkshire with her parents and siblings. Barbra attended
grammar school and completed her education at Oxford. Her father Frank was a tax inspector and
a well-known Independent Labour Party (ILP) personality. The ILP originated in Bradford in 1893; its
main purpose being to send working men to Parliament.
Barbara Castle, later Baroness Castle of Blackburn, was a Labour Party politician and member
of Parliament for Blackburn from 1945 to 1979, making her the longest-serving female MP in
the history of the House of Commons until 2007. She later became a member of the European
Parliament for Greater Manchester between 1979 - 1989, receiving a life peerage in 1990. Her
strong commitment to equality has inspired subsequent generations of women to enter politics as
well as employment.
The Equal Pay Act (1970) was both a defining moment in Barbara’s political career and a watershed
in the fight for gender equality in post war Britain. Many organisations continue Barbara’s
pioneering work by putting pressure on governments to close the gender pay gap. One example
being the introduction of equal pay audits for large employers to ensure that the Minimum Wage is a
real Living Wage.
During her time in government Barbara served as minister for Overseas Development and the
Secretary of State for Health. As Minister for Transport (1965 -1968) she oversaw the introduction
of speed limits, the breathalyser and seat belts. For example, between 1945 and the mid 1960s
there were 150,000 fatalities and 7 million injuries on UK roads. Barbara’s measures significantly
reduced the fatality rates for drivers, passengers, and pedestrians. She was then elevated to
Secretary of State for Employment & First Secretary of State (1968-1970), successfully intervening
in the strike by Ford Motor Company sewing machinists against pay discrimination.
On 7th June 1968 one hundred and eighty-seven machinists at Ford Motors in Dagenham went
on strike to protest at their jobs being classified as unskilled. The women were infuriated by a
pay structure that blatantly favoured male workers. The machinist’s strike brought
production at Ford’s plant to a standstill as there were no leather
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seat covers for their cars. Not all fellow workers agreed with the strike. Some male employees, laid
off because of the strike, blamed the machinists remarking that they were only earning ‘pin money’
anyway. A claim that was strongly rejected by the machinists who maintained their wages were
needed for essential living expenses.
The strike leaders later met with Barbara Castle (Employment Secretary) who brokered a deal with
Ford Motors to end their three weeks strike which resulted in the women returning to work and
the seeds of the Equal Pay Act were then sown. Subsequently, the machinists returned to work
following an offer by Ford Motors of 92% of a male ‘B’ grade rate. The women were only regraded
into category ‘C’ following a further six-week strike in 1984.
Barbara Castle thrived in a male dominated sphere and was instrumental in the fight for Equal Pay
which she fought for admirably. Barbara was only the fourth woman to hold a Cabinet post. She
was tipped to become the first woman prime minister and but for a fatal political decision that nearly
brought down the government, she may have succeeded.

The Student Social Work Hub shares
some information with SWU about
the new hub for students
What are we here to do?
We provide a platform for our fellow students’
voices to be heard and capturing their voices
by different means - blogs, artwork, poetry
and visuals - and to advocate for students
where there are collective issues. We create
a safe space for students to openly discuss
theories, up to date research and books
relevant to the practice of social work, and
highlight or signpost to resources to support
student learning. We provide an environment
for people to network and meet other students,
academics, other professionals and create
opportunities for students within these networks.

What is our aim?
To instil hope in the collective body of students
who are the future of social work. Show our
followers that they are listened to, feel part of
a community, and give everyone a voice who
may not necessarily have the opportunity to in
the ‘real world’ (non-virtual). To give students
a platform/create an online community where
they can find out more about the wide world of
social work. To provide a safe and positive
environment for students to learn
and share.

What is
important to
us?
The most important thing is being connected
with one another and being able to come
together as a group of students who share
one thing in common: their passion for social
work. Giving everyone a chance to have a
say and get involved regardless of location,
religion, etc. Promoting the values that
underly our profession - following the code of
ethics, promoting an anti-oppressive and antidiscriminatory practice.

Who we are ?
At present we are a small team, born out of
friendship and curiosity, but in time we seek
to grow and invite more students to join us.
This is to ensure we can confidently reflect
the diversity and equality of the profession.
We are a group of seven students from
across the UK, who met online via Twitter.
We often shared interests in similar areas of
research, or asked the same questions - until
one day we asked why there was not a place
where we could be connected? An online
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community for social work students who all
share the same hopes, fears and interests. A
suggestion to form this space quickly turned
into a whole host of ideas and then turned
into the creation of The Student Social Work
Hub. It all happened very quickly but has
highlighted the appetite of students across
the UK who are seeking to use the platform
to find information and share interests. We
are based across the UK, and have each
taken different routes into social work, making
the Hub exciting and fresh. We want to
encourage discussions regarding different
areas of practice from a student perspective
and give students a safe environment to share
thoughts and feelings.
We aim to share blogs, articles, webinars,
platforms, and academic writing in ways that
students are interested in. These will be
written and sourced by both the team and
students from across the UK. We have already
received numerous requests from students
asking if they can send in work and it is our
goal to give every student a voice via the Hub,
whilst upholding our professional standards
and maintaining our anti-oppressive and antidiscriminatory approach.
Whilst focusing on the academic aspects to
social work, we also want to promote self-care
and ensure that we maintain a relaxed outlook
to student life - the mental health and wellbeing
of students is paramount. Exploring ways to
have fun and switch off from studies will also
be evident on our page.
If you are interested in getting involved with
the Hub, we would welcome a conversation
about how we might help you reach the student
community through access to our hub. Please
get in touch with a member of the team by any
of the following channels.
Twitter:

@SWbohemians

Instagram: student_social_work_hub
Email:

studentsocialworkers@outlook.com

Facebook: The Student Social Work hub
Website:

thestudentsocialworkhub.
wordpress.com

Call for Nominations
SWU Executive Committee
The Social Workers Union (SWU) is the trade union
dedicated to representing the interests of social workers
and the social work profession.
SWU is now seeking nominations from members to ﬁll
vacancies on its Executive Committee.
To stand for election a candidate must meet the
conditions set out in Bye Laws 1.4 and 1.5 of the SWU
rules, a copy of which can be found on our website.
The Executive Committee is made up of nine members
(at least one member each from England, Northern
Ireland, Scotland and Wales) and up to ﬁve others (UK
representatives). The President of the union is elected by
the executive from the UK representatives.
There are currently vacancies for ﬁve UK
Representatives, an England Representative, a Scotland
Representative and a Wales Representative.
All candidates for election must be nominated by another
member of the union. In the case of the National
Representatives from Scotland, England and Wales,
nomination must be by a member within the relevant
nation.
When attending Executive committee meetings,
committee members who are either in full-time
employment, self-employed or social work students are
entitled to claim an attendance allowance to cover costs
associated with taking time off from paid work, selfemployed work, caring duties or social work studies.
SWU encourages applications from Students/Newly
Qualiﬁed Social Workers and Black, Asian and Minority
Ethnic (BAME) social workers who are currently underrepresented on the National Executive of SWU.
Candidates must complete a nomination form.
The closing date for receipt of nominations is
Friday 31 July 2020.
The full timetable for elections and information regarding
terms of office for each vacancy can be found on our
website.
Completed nomination forms must be accompanied by
an election statement of no more than 500 words
together with a head and shoulders colour photograph in
a TIFF or JPEG format. These should be sent via email to:
louise.wood@swu-union.org.uk. Please note that
nominees need to provide full contact details including a
telephone number and email address.
Nomination forms and role descriptions are available from
Nomination
forms
role descriptions
are available
the
SWU website
or and
via email
from:
from the SWU website or(0121
via email
from:
louise.wood@swu-union.org.uk
389 9248).
louise.wood@swu-union.org.uk (0121 716 0214)
If you have any general queries about this process
please
the general
SWU Administration
Manager
on
If youcontact
have any
queries about
this process
0121
389 9248.
please
contact the SWU Administration Manager
on 0121 716 0214
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Laura Sheridan, SWU/BASW Advice & Representation Advisor/TU Official, writes about

COVID 19 and Inequality in the Workplace
It goes without saying that quality and diversity
in the workplace should be something that is
actively supported and promoted, and that any
form of discrimination and oppression should
not be tolerated. The Equality Act 2010 makes
it unlawful for employers to treat an employee
less favourably as a result of race, sex, sexual
orientation, gender reassignment, marriage or
civil partnership, disability, maternity, religion
and age. Whilst the Equality Act provides
a legal framework to protect employees,
inequality in the workplace is sadly still a
reality and the statistics clearly show that
discrimination remains entrenched in the work
environment.
According to official figures from the Office
of National Statistics, men continue to earn
17.3% more than women, disabled people
earn 12.2% less than non-disabled people and
there remains a huge disparity in pay between
ethnic groups with black people earning
15.3% less than white people on average,
and Bangladeshi employees topping these
figures by earning a staggering average of
26.83% less than white employees. According
to research carried out by the Trades Union
Congress in 2017, 39% of lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender employees have
been harassed or discriminated against by a
colleague and 25% have suffered harassment
and discrimination from a manager.
Our team regularly provide advice and
representation in discrimination cases. We
see employers failing to provide reasonable
(and often minor) adjustments to disabled
employees, which causes disabled staff to
struggle to carry out their substantive duties
in line with their non-disabled colleagues.
Not only is this disabling in the short term,
the ultimate result is that disabled staff then
struggle to progress up the career ladder as
a result of not being given the opportunity to
work on an equal basis to their non-disabled
colleagues. Hence the disability pay gap
statistics. We represent women whose
employers have failed to
notify

them of potential career progression
opportunities whilst on maternity leave.
Resulting in a delay in progression up the pay
scale. Hence the gender pay gap statistics.
The most concerning thing that I have
witnessed as a representative is the ongoing,
entrenched racial oppression that continues
to be an issue in the workforce. What I am
referring to are the institutional biases that
lead to so many staff from ethnic minority
groups facing difficulties retaining a job and
progressing up the career ladder. There is
a wealth of evidence suggesting that BAME
individuals struggle to achieve the same
progression opportunities as their counterparts.
As representatives, we see a disproportionate
amount of ASYE social workers from ethnic
minority groups having their ASYE delayed
or even failed. This in turn results in a delay
in career progression and salary progression
in comparison to their white counterpart
colleagues. We represent members from
BAME groups that have been punitively placed
on capability proceedings, which ultimately
results in them being unable to access
progression opportunities as they cannot do
so while they are on an ‘improvement plan’.
Research has also demonstrated that staff
from BAME groups are more likely to face
disciplinary proceedings than white staff. Both
capability and disciplinary proceedings can
ultimately result in dismissal.
So how has COVID 19 impacted on inequality
in employment? Our team have advised on
issues relating to discrimination and COVID
19 in the workplace. Maternity discrimination
has been an issue - members who are
pregnant have been asked to start their
maternity leave early as they can’t come
into the office or do face to face visits, whilst
their non-pregnant colleagues are all working
from home. Members with disabilities that
have led to them being classified as ‘clinically
vulnerable or clinically extremely vulnerable’ by
the government have been asked to carry out
duties that would put them at increased risk of
contracting COVID 19.
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It follows that if people from BAME groups are
more likely to be in lower paid jobs, they are far
more likely to be in those front facing roles that
put them at increased risk of being exposed
to COVID 19. This includes those from BAME
groups who are in professional roles, such as
social workers, as they are far more likely to
remain in the frontline roles involving regular
face to face contact with the public as opposed
to progressing to more senior positions. Our
team have offered advice and representation
regarding the concerning evidence that
members from BAME communities are at
increased risk of death from COVID 19.
Employers need to take this issue seriously
and thoroughly risk assess all staff members
from BAME backgrounds in the way they
would risk assess all clinically vulnerable staff.
BASW and SWU have devised guidance on
this for managers which can be accessed at
https://www.basw.co.uk/covid-19-staff-riskassessment-guide-and-flowchart.
Agency workers have been particularly
affected throughout this crisis. We have
spoken to agency staff who have been
effectively used as ‘human shields’ by being
asked to carry out visits that have been
deemed unsafe for permanent employees.
Agency workers who cannot carry out home
visits due to their own health conditions
have had their contracts ended. There
is substantial research and evidence that
demonstrates BAME employees are more
likely to face inequalities in contract types
and degrees of job security, lower wages,
differences in working hours and in levels of
self-employment. If staff from ethnic minority
groups struggle to maintain permanent
employment as a result of institutional racism
and are far more likely to face disciplinary
action and dismissal, it follows that this group
of staff are more likely to enter the world
of agency work. A group of people who
have faced disadvantage in the permanent
workplace inevitably end up working on
temporary contracts with no job security. Their
contracts can be ended with a week’s notice.
They are being asked to carry out unsafe
tasks that put them at risk of COVID 19 and
if they don’t, they risk losing their jobs and
their income. This is just one example
of the way discrimination and
oppression

continues in a structural manner throughout
employment and as a result, BAME people are
placed at an increased risk and a substantial
disadvantage in comparison to their white
colleagues as a result of COVID 19.
The world has recently witnessed the abhorrent
murder of George Floyd and the protests
that this incident has triggered internationally.
The difficult truth is that this horrific incident
symbolises the systematic, institutional racism
that black people have suffered for centuries
and that remains endemic in our society and
organisations, including those organisations
that are supposed to protect and serve the
public. Lack of equality in employment
contributes to a lack of equality in society - this
is a real issue that needs to be addressed
and can no longer be ignored. The reports
and statistics are there - we need meaningful
change and this change needs to happen now.
There is clearly still a long way to go before
we achieve equality in the workplace.
There needs to be huge organisational and
legislative change to achieve this. There
needs to be meaningful training on equality
and bias in the workplace and an active
willingness on the part of managers and
employers to embrace positive methods of
increasing diversity in their organisation. We
need heads of organisations and managers
to be prepared to accept that there may be an
issue when issues of inequality are raised with
them and to move away from the culture of
denial. There needs to be a legal requirement
for employers to gather and publish statistics
in relation to the pay gap and statistics in
relation to disciplinary processes and which
groups face these more frequently. We need
employers to realise that offering reasonable
adjustments to disabled employees is not
a favour and nor is it difficult to achieve - it
is a statutory duty that they must fulfil. And
importantly, we all need to ask uncomfortable
questions of ourselves and examine our
own practises and biases, in order to ensure
that we do not subconsciously support this
system of inequality by failing to challenge and
question it.
If you believe you are suffering discrimination,
please do not hesitate to give our team a call
for advice on 0121 622 8413.
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Poetry for Newly Qualified Social Workers
The University of Edinburgh is working
alongside Edinburgh Napier University and the
Scottish Poetry Library on a poetry anthology
for newly qualified social workers in Scotland.
The project builds on the success of a similar
project for newly qualified GPs. Tools of the
Trade: poems for new doctors is a pocket-sized
anthology of 50 poems, to assist newly qualified
doctors to think about self-compassion and its
importance when facing challenging situations
encountered by all junior doctors.
Our
companion
of poems for
social workers
will explore
the meaning
of social
work and
compassion
in order to
promote our
new social
workers’
self-care and
wellbeing.
We mean this
to provide
comfort,
support and inspiration to all newly graduated
social workers in Scotland. Sharing this book
with all qualifying social workers also creates
a shared language of poetry and a model of
valuing practitioner emotional health. Thereby
contributing to the construction of a strong
professional identity, which is instrumental in
retention of social workers (Burns, 2019).
Social work has a long history working with
the humanities which will inform the selection
of poems for this new anthology, twinning arts
and health (Huss and Bos 2019). Poems
selected will demonstrate compassion,
including the service user-social worker
relationship and the narrative of what it means
to be a social worker. The poetry will be
arranged thematically around some of the
major challenges of social work: childhood,
disability and ill health, death
and dying,

beginnings and ends, and transitions. It will
focus on the light as well as the darkness
encapsulated within these themes.
We feel poetry has the potential to promote
the wellbeing of social workers in at least three
ways. First, poetry is a powerful aid in the
development of empathy and compassion,
both for service users and for themselves
as social workers. As Kotera et al. (2018)
suggest, developing self-compassion can be a
key strategy
for improving
social workers’
mental wellbeing. Selfcompassion
improves
physical
health and
productivity
at work, while
reducing
health care
uptake and
improving
relationships
(Bakker,
2011).
Second, poetry can be a source of emotional
support and a tool for reflection and discussion
with others (including supervisors, colleagues,
family and friends) (Furman et al. 2005). For
these reasons poetry is increasingly being
used as a tool for discussion and reflection in
social work education (see for example the
new course at the University of Edinburgh Creative Social Work and the Arts and London
South Bank University’s use of poetry on the
PQ in Social Work Leadership). This work
is supported by a growing evidence base on
the value of poetry for teaching and reflection
across a range of social groups (Kleppe and
Sorby, 2018; Lapum et al. 2015). This poetry
anthology will help to support newly qualified
social workers to deepen their reflective
practice during the most formative years of
their professional development. It will be a
flexible resource that can be used by lone
workers, groups or in supervision.
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Finally, this
anthology will
provide a visible
sign of how
much the social
work profession
appreciates its
newly qualified
workers. Gifting
this poetry
collection sends
the message ‘we
value you and
your wellbeing’.
Giving and
sharing poems
has also been
shown to be a
way of building
community among
social workers
(Furman et al.
2004).
We are absolutely thrilled that the Social
Workers Union recognise the value of this
project and have agreed to support it with
sponsorship. We will provide updates on our
work to fundraise for the anthology and share
selected poems over coming months. You can
also read more about the project on the website:
https://www.scottishpoetrylibrary.org.
uk/2020/04/poetry-for-social-work-a-newanthology-of-poetry-for-social-workers/
Dr Samuel Tongue, Project Co-ordinator at the
Scottish Poetry Library also commented

The Scottish Poetry Library building

“We are delighted to welcome SWU on board
for this important project, promoting poetry as
part of the toolkit to assist in the wellbeing of
social workers. Your support will enable us to
acquire and publish poems that we can share
with you and newly graduated social workers.
We hope they bring you some respite and
inspiration in difficult times”.

Dr Autumn Roesch-Marsh
University of Edinburgh
Twitter: @DrARoeschMarsh

Introducing Louise
We are delighted to introduce Louise Wood who is our new SWU Admin
Manager (Maternity Cover).
With nearly 30 years experience in administration and most recently 15
years in the Construction Industry, Louise has decided to dip her toe into
new territory. Louise joins SWU in May 2020 to carry out maternity cover
until December 2020, holding the fort for Joanne. Louise aims to continue
the excellent service delivery and building on the established
relationships during her period with SWU.
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Union Contact Section
Carol Reid, National Organiser & Union Contact Scheme
Manager reports on BASW’s recent Virtual Festival
BASW has been celebrating its 50th birthday by
holding two days of interesting and informative
webinars via its Virtual Festival on 22nd & 23rd
June. Listening to some of the speakers on Day
One made me think of the similarities between
social work and trade unionism, and the
relevance of Social Workers Union membership
- and I realised a link was emerging.
It was wonderful to hear the author and
poet Lemn Sissay share his very personal
experiences of social work when growing up
in care - both good and bad - and how he
supports the notion of a “unified voice for
social workers”. Sissay wants social workers
to be the “highest paid public servants for
looking after our children” and described
social workers as “heroes”.
Tricia Pereira, Head of Merton Adult Services,
followed with a moving tribute to Black Lives
Matter, and confirmed that “social work is
rooted in politics” - referring also to Clement
Atlee who had himself been a social worker
prior to becoming Labour’s post-war prime
minister. Pereira feels that social workers
should “shout louder” and that we should be
“political activists with collective voices”.
Graham Price from BASW England’s
Service User and Carers Group confirmed
the importance of genuine involvement of
experts by experience, and praised BASW’s
lack of “tokenism” in including service users
within an array of groups.
David Gillen, an independent social worker
with lived experience of care talked of having
conversations and inspiring young people
to become social workers, and Katrice Horsley,
an International Narrative Consultant, concluded
magnificently by endorsing “bravery”, “not
being scared of your voice”, and in reference
to BLM, “taking big breaths and shouting”.
SWU is the only trade union for social
workers, run by social workers,
where you

will get help, support,
and representation
from qualified and
experienced social
workers. We know
that social workers are
heroes, and we listen to the unified voice of
social work, campaigning for better working
conditions.
Trade unionism, like social work, is political and
can influence policy and legislation. Joining
SWU and becoming a Union Contact in your
workplace (or university if you are a student
social worker) enables you to be part of this
growing collective. As a trade union activist
your voice will be heard, and the more of us
there are, the louder we shout.
We encourage SWU members to become
involved in their Union. Members can become
Union Contacts and can undertake further
training in conjunction with the General
Federation of Trade Unions, of which SWU
is a member. You might wish to be involved
in the Austerity Action Group which is
funded by SWU and which welcomes and
works alongside service-users with lived
experience. We genuinely encourage and
support members in their activism which is
inclusive and non-tokenistic, and we welcome
applications to our Executive Committee which
we want to diversify.
Communication is key, and encouraging new
and younger members, who may have limited
knowledge of trade unionism, is important to
SWU. Knowledge is power and we want to
encourage a new generation of social workers
to be trade unionists and activists.
If you are a social worker and you’d like to join or
become more active in SWU please get in touch.

Carol Reid
National Organiser & Union Contact
Scheme Manager
carol.reid@swu-union.org.uk
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Wayne Reid from the British Association of Social Workers writes

Black Lives Matter: Then, Now & Always
The murder of George Floyd is the latest in a
long line of atrocities and brutalities endured by
the global Black community. This has a long
history. Longer than is sometimes convenient
for honest acknowledgement. I notice some
commentators are referring to George’s ‘death’,
which is a dilution of what occurred. George
was brutally murdered by a Police Officer and
the world has seen the evidence.

which are published online
here: https://www.basw.
co.uk/media/news/2020/
jun/basw-statementgeorge-floyd and here:
https://www.basw.co.uk/
media/news/2020/jun/
basw-equality-diversity-inclusion-advisorygroup-position-statement.

The context to George’s murder is emotive
and cumulative: the Amy Cooper ‘race
grenade’ (https://twitter.com/KarenStrikes/st
atus/1268846078293676036?s=20); endless
examples of police brutality cases in the US
and UK; modern-day systems of oppression
and the historic and ongoing the suppression
of the effects of slavery and colonialism in
mainstream education. These factors can
accumulate and create an acute sense of
anger and rage. These emotions can manifest
into civil disorder and criminality. It has
been evidenced that anarchic extremists are
infiltrating protests to covertly fuel acts of
looting and violence, which is then reported
by the media in such ways to discredit the
protesters. This detracts from the causal
factors that have triggered the protests. This
weblink highlights the real victims of longstanding looting: https://www.linkedin.com/
posts/activity-6673256527593259008-DhlE.

Those who follow me on Twitter or who are on
my mailing list, will have observed my campaign
to educate, empower and equip Black and
ethnic minority people - and importantly our
allies - with various information and resources.

As a Black British male social worker, I write
this article on Black Lives Matter ‘wearing
numerous hats’, as this issue affects me deeply
both personally and professionally. Clearly, my
opinion cannot and should not be understood as
representing all Black and ethnic minority people/
practitioners. We are not a homogenous group.
It was important to me for my employer, the British
Association of Social Workers (BASW), to
publish our organisational position statements
before I wrote this article, as I refuse to be
the tokenistic ‘Black voice’ of BASW. I’m one
of many Black voices in social work. It is my
reality, that my role enables me to be heard
more broadly than others.
I’m immensely proud of the authenticity
and candour of BASW’s position
statements,

On occasions, I have been outspoken about
the delayed/weak position statements and
responses from prominent social work
leaders and organisations. Given that social
work’s core values and ethics are deeprooted in anti-oppressive practice and social
justice, this eventuality has been particularly
disappointing for me and many others within
the profession. Sadly, these values and ethics
appear sometimes to have been taken for
granted, diluted or ignored in recent years/
decades. Perhaps austerity has desensitised
us? Overall, I’m sure Black and ethnic minority
social workers and service-users will welcome
the late (if weak) acknowledgements and
platitudes from some of the social work elite.
The statements will send a necessary message
to employers and other stakeholders across
the profession about the relevance of current
world events to social work policy, practice
and education. However, I think some of the
statements could be strengthened by providing
a clearer commitment to systemic reforms to
eradicate all forms of racism through specific,
measurable, achievable and realistic targets.
During the furore surrounding George’s
murder, some individuals/organisations
have recoiled at the suggestion they may
be racist. “I’m not a racist!” is the common
response. The accusations seemingly worse
than the facts. I would argue that racism is
not an absolute mindset, instead it’s a rather
fluid one. There are degrees of racism. I
imagine very few people reading this article
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would identify with extreme right-wing neoNazi racism, but many will have stereotypical
views about certain ethnic groups which they
project in everyday situations (if they are
honest/self-aware). There is a structural and
lazy acceptance, that ‘lower level’ prejudice
and oppression are somehow separate - with
the former being considered a less important
issue. However, I believe if this changed it
would engender a real decrease in the overt,
violent forms of ‘race-related hate’.
In my view, the spectrums of white privilege
and white supremacy are also broad - not
absolute. This graphic here best describes
my views: https://www.linkedin.com/
posts/activity-6672880009721470976EZ9L. Fundamentally, there are a range of
behaviours and oppressive systems that are
socially acceptable, which we must address
and redress to tackle racism effectively in
all its ugly manifestations. For example, the
statement ‘all lives matter’ is covert racism, as
it ignores the history and current circumstances
of Black people globally. Physical colonisation
and slavery may no longer be acceptable or
legal, but colonisation and slavery of the mind
has been the norm since their abolition. Black
lives matter applies then, now and always.
The recent misdemeanours of Dominic
Cummings show us there are clear double
standards; not just from a class perspective
(which was perpetuated by the media) - but
also through the lens of white privilege. I
wonder how Raheem Sterling would have been
portrayed flouting the lockdown rules.
Labels/terms such as Commonwealth, ‘hostile
environment’, and ‘BAME’ need to be reexamined. BAME does not describe who I am.
BAME is a clumsy, cluttered and incoherent
acronym that is opportune for categorising
people of colour as a homogenous group when we quite clearly are not. Of course,
I cannot speak for all people of colour. I
understand that ‘BAME’ can be operationally
helpful when exploring the overarching effects
of all things racist. However, it misses so much
nuance and subtlety, that it can be seized upon
by those who wish to deny racism as a white
problem. Routinely, I hear people comfortably
stating that BAME people “can’t even agree
amongst themselves”. This sloppy
reductivism, leads to

terms being invented such as ‘Black and
Black’ crime. I have not heard about “White on
White” crime - ever.
Some quarters consider having an Asian
Home Secretary, as progress, in and of itself.
I respectfully disagree and would go so far as
to say it is actually unhelpful in this case. Priti
Patel only seems to identify as being a person of
colour when it is expedient. She has championed
policies that in fact would have previously
disadvantaged her own family - which is
basically ‘pulling up the drawbridge’ and ‘morally
bankrupt’. In some ways it is worse than having
a ‘conventional racist’ at the helm. To quote
Malcolm X: “I have more respect for a [person]
who lets me know where [they stand], even if
[they are] wrong, than the one who comes up like
an angel and is nothing but a devil.” Politician’s
have form for allowing their personal ambitions
to override ethics and morality. Their denials can
play beautifully into the hands of those who seek
to maintain the existing order.
At this current juncture in race relations, there
has been much discussion about how ‘white
allies’ can be ‘anti-racist’ and supportive to
the cause. Of course, allies can be personal
and/or professional. So, what is really behind
those awkward smiles and sugary sympathy?
Actions most definitely speak louder than
words. It’s time for all well-intentioned platitudes
and recycled rhetoric to be converted into
meaningful activism and ‘root and branch’
reform. This weblink will provide allies with
relevant resources on their journey: https://docs.
google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bUJrgX8vspyy7Ytt
iEC2vD0DawrpPYiZs94V0ov7qZQ/htmlview.
‘Blackout Day’, on 07/07/20, is when Black and
ethnic minority people (and their allies) will not
spend any money (or if they must, only at Black
businesses). This is so important, as it sends
a strong message to the capitalist elite in the
only language they understand - money. See
here for more information on ‘Blackout Day’:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCycM6Fmbo4.
We must build on this impetus and momentum
to be taken seriously.
It is imperative that social workers evaluate their
roles and (moral and regulatory) responsibilities.
Current race relations require social workers
to be proactive and do our homework to stay
contemporarily astute as allies to Black and
ethnic minority colleagues and service-users.
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There are various opportunities through BASW
to develop your expertise in this area with our
Equality, Diversity & Inclusion Group, events,
branch meetings and training programmes.
Also, I will be leading a Black & Ethnic
Professionals Symposium (BPS) for BASW
members in the coming weeks, so do contact
me at wayne.reid@basw.co.uk or @wayne_
reid79 - if this is of interest.

We all know that organisations are at times
avoidant of these issues, but as social workers
we must recognise that silence on racism is
complicity with the oppressors. BASW will not
remain silent on this issue and we implore you
to do the same.
‘One world, one race… the human race!’

SWU Ambassador, Dr Jermaine Ravalier on:

Why Black…Lives…Matter
Over the last couple of months there has been a lot
of coverage of the Black Lives Matter movement.
There have been protests, demonstrations, talk
in the media, music, and statues been torn down
amongst many other movements.
This is why the movement is important to me.
The UK still has a problem with racism. I would
guess that every black person has experienced
overt, emotionally devastating racism on more
than occasion in their lives (N-word, monkey
chants, etc). However, while this is hurtful,
we generally know how to deal with it. It’s the
wider and unsaid - often more systematic things
- which are more devastating to us.
In terms of health we are more likely to develop
life-altering and life-limiting diseases, and more
likely to die early. Black women are more likely
to die during childbirth. We are more likely to
die of Covid too. Scarily, none of this is due to
genetics - rather it’s due at least in part to the
socioeconomic surroundings we live in.
We are more likely to be stopped and
searched, be imprisoned for the same things
that our white brothers and sisters get away
with, serve longer prison sentences, and
more likely to die in custody and be recipient
of violent policing. In school, we are more
likely to have worse grades despite entering
school at the same level of white students,
and at university we get a greater proportion
of 2.2 grades. The only black history we learn
of is slavery and 1960s American civil rights
(sometimes, during Black History Month),
and not the long, rich and centuries-old
kingdoms that our ancestors
inhabited.

Look at your workplace
- how diverse are those
on the top tables? Are
they representative of
the wider workforce?
Probably not. When
you see black people on
the TV, who do you see? Rappers, footballers,
actors (all fantastic, by the way…), but how
many politicians, academics, scientists,
doctors, writers, artists, social workers? We are
more than sports and film stars, and we need to
demonstrate that to everyone around us. Look
at how our most recent relatives were treated
with Windrush and Grenfell.
When was the last time you were followed
around the supermarket by a security guard
because they think you’re going to steal
something? Because for us it’s a monthly
occurrence. Have you been told you’re not
allowed in a certain parking spot or room at
work because it’s reserved for only staff?
Because that happens to me often. These
microaggressions are difficult to deal with, and
difficult to prove, but happen regularly.
What can we all do? Ask awkward questions
and challenge racist behaviour that doesn’t
happen if your black colleagues are around
(you know, those ‘jokes’ people make?). Read
about wider black history, read to your children
about black history. Education is key.
So when people ask you why Black Lives
Matter - remember all of this. We are in no
way saying that all lives don’t matter (because
they do), but at the moment it’s our lives which
are disproportionately affected just because of
the colour of our skin.
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Social Workers Working Conditions and Wellbeing Toolkit
BASW Cymru is really pleased to announce that we will be piloting the Social
Workers Working Conditions and Wellbeing Toolkit in the City and County of
Swansea’s Child and Family Services. Discussions are already underway to
extend the pilot to include their adult services workforce too.
The invitation to introduce the
SWU and BASW Wellbeing
Toolkit to senior management
teams in Swansea, arose from a
conversation with Dave Howes
- Director of Social Services,
at the 2019 National Social
Care Conference - an annual
event which brings together key
stakeholders from all 22 local
authorities in Wales.
Dave Howes was interested in
the concept of a Wellbeing Toolkit
which was being developed from
empirical, social work specific
research and how the tool
could enhance and support Swansea’s own wellbeing strategy. The invitation is a testimony to
the commitment of Swansea local authority to the wellbeing and resilience of its workforce and its
willingness to collaborate with the Association is warmly welcomed.
Several very positive meetings took place between BASW Cymru and wellbeing leads in Swansea,
most notably Teresa Mylan-Rees - Principle Officer, and Paige Curtis business development. Our
best hope was to begin the pilot earlier in the year and then the Covid-19 pandemic overtook
events. We did however, continue to stay in touch and these meetings culminated in a remote
presentation this week, to the senior management team in Swansea, including Julie Thomas - Head
of Children’s Services, where final agreement and sign off was given to launch the pilot.
The pilot will consist of integrating the toolkit into Swansea’s Child and Family wellbeing strategy,
beginning with a series of facilitated, strength-based sessions with agreed cohorts of staff.
Following this, BASW Cymru will work with Swansea in developing an action plan to integrate the
toolkit which will be reviewed at 3, 6 and 12 months. A final report on the efficacy of the Wellbeing
Toolkit in supporting the wellbeing of the workforce, will be written, and presented to David Howes
and the senior management team.
As part of this collaboration, we will also be partnering with Nick Andrews from Wales School of
Social Care Research who is leading on the Welsh Government funded Developing Evidence
Enriched Practice programme across Wales, and Sian Jones - PhD student and BASW member,
from Swansea University who is researching vicarious trauma in social workers.
This is a very exciting and truly collaborative project and we extend our sincerest thanks to Dave
Howes for that important first conversation, for your curiosity, welcome and commitment to the
wellbeing of your workforce, we look forward to working with you!
Allison Hulmes
National Director for Wales
BASW Cymru
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Social Work Benevolent Trust
Here for You

The Social Workers Benevolent Trust (SWBT) has been issuing grants for over 46 years to
social workers. Should you not be aware of SWBT it is a small independent charity that pays
grants to individuals who are or have been qualified social workers and their dependents that are
experiencing financial hardship. There are ten trustees who are practicing or retired social workers.
A summary of applications data in the past three years highlights that being a social worker does
not mean you are immune from the present austerity climate. The data shows a 14% increase in
applications with a significant increase in the total amount granted along with requests for larger
amounts. In 2016 we collated information about the employment status of applicants. 44% were in
employment, 16% had been unemployed for less than 2 years, leaving 40% long term unemployed
or retired.
However, the data does not reflect or give an understanding of the vulnerable and grim
circumstances some of our colleagues and ex-colleagues are facing. The financial difficulties can
occur through employment uncertainty when required to move from full time to part time working
for family/personal reasons. Becoming unemployed maybe through physical ill health, increasing
mental health difficulties, or a contract ending. Further, finances can be hit for people with
disabilities should benefits be reduced along with higher eligibility criteria now in place. Sudden
personal or family tragedy, or relationship breakdown does also impact on financial stability. Retired
social workers, or those having to stop earning, become to have insufficient income sources.
The personal accounts of applicants brings home the fact that unexpected changes in
circumstances for the worse can affect anyone at any time. The Social Workers Benevolent Trust is
here to assist and help, through providing one-off grants, usually up to £500, to social workers and
ex-social workers in need. As well as payments to help people keep their heads above the water,
the Trust also contributes towards house adaptations or equipment needed due to disability. Advice
may be given when appropriate of other charities and/or financial advice organisations to assist
applicants maximise their income.
To can find out more about the SWBT including how to apply or make a donation on www.swbt.org
or BASW’s website at www.basw.co.uk/financial-support/swbt

Social Media
If you have not done so then please follow us on Facebook and Twitter - we are planning to post and
tweet regular updates about the work and developments of the Social Workers Union.
SWU Updates: http://swu-updates.org.uk/

Monthly ebulletins

Monthly ebulletins are emailed to all SWU
members. If you are not receiving this then
please check what email address we have.
The ebulletins are also published
on the web site.

SWU can be found on the following:
Twitter:

SWU_UK

Facebook: www.facebook.com/socialworkersunionuk/
Internet:

www.swu-union.org.uk
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World Social Work Day Assignment

SWU are proud to feature the
winners of the Competition
Competition marked by
Jon Dudley, BASW Hon Officer and Carol Reid, SWU National Officer.
Carol and Jon are also members of the SWU/BASW Austerity Action Group.

The criteria: a 750 - 1000 word assignment with the following title:

“Working better together: How do we build
stronger relationships between social workers
and people using services?”
Who could take part: Social Work Students undertaking an
Undergraduate or Post Graduate Social Work Degree
The prize: four grants of £500
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Working better together: How do we build stronger
relationships between social workers and people
using services?
Holly Clarke - University of Lincoln
Beyond two metres apart – Using social media to
build stronger social work relationships over distance.
The theme of relationship building within social work
almost always presupposes the physical proximity
of social worker and service user. The corona virus
pandemic, however, has called into question our
previous concepts of connecting with other people.
If high quality and effective interventions can still be
achieved at a time of social distancing, what methods
can we carry forward to ensure that this learning does
not go to waste? Could this be a pivotal point for
social work, where a move to the use of technology
in relationship building over distance could follow as
a natural consequence to the changes that we have
made over the past months?
The thought of using social media for professional
practice fills many with dread at the potential ethical
quagmire that this could cause. The profession has
called loudly for formal social media policies, from
both professional bodies and employing organisations
(Mishna et al, 2019), with criticism being levied at the
reactive nature of existing guidance (Turner, 2016).
Yet at this time of unprecedented crisis, social workers
have risen to the challenge of maintaining and building
effective relationships using online technology, without
any formal guidance or instruction. This discussion
will explore the idea that using online communication
tools, in conjunction with the practice wisdom of social
workers, offers a promising possibility for building
stronger relationships in a changing world.
We will use the term "social media" to refer to the
online communication tools that can be used by social
work practitioners. Our definition will encompass
information and communication technologies that
allow the user to engage, converse and communicate
with others (Jackson, 2019) including, but not limited
to, video conferencing tools, messaging apps and
instant messaging facilities built into websites.
Rural location, poor transport links, physical disability
and mental illness can all hinder a service user in
attending a physical setting. Using social media
in social work practice can remove physical and
geographical barriers to service access. Research
has suggested that this physical distance can
increase self-disclosure in comparison with face to
face interaction (Chan and Ngai, 2019. Tregeagle and
Darcy, 2008). This could lend itself to a "foot in the
door effect"( van Spijker et al 2014) reaching those
who may not usually seek help (O'leary et al, 2013)
and providing a strong foundation for future social
work involvement.

Critics of the use of
social media within
practice, however,
have pointed to
the emergence of
new barriers and exclusions in the form of a "digital
divide" (Mishna et al, 2019). Online learning provision
during the Covid-19 lockdown period, for example,
has highlighted a significant number of children
who do not have access to the hardware or the
internet connection to enable them to study at home
(Coughlan, 2020).
We would argue that this digital poverty is an issue
of social justice (Goldkind and Wolf, 2014) and
should not be used as an argument to suspend or
reduce online service offerings. J ust as social work
has historically campaigned for equality of access to
physical services, we must now also turn our attention
to equity within the digital realm.
This digital realm holds ever increasing importance
for an expanding proportion of the population,
with the emergence of a generation who prefer
online communication to face to face interaction
(Blakemore and Agllias,2020). Many relationships
are now built solely online (Perron et al, 2010) and,
if social work practice does not embrace this shift, it
risks jeopardising the ability to establish meaningful
relationships with a ballooning portion of service users
(Turner,2016 . Best et al, 2014.). For many service
users, particularly those in younger generations, the
boundary between the online and offline world has
become increasingly blurred. If our service users
occupy both a physical and a virtual space (Carson
and Stevenson, 2017), then we risk ignoring an
important aspect of their lives if we do not engage with
them on this level.
Offering the ability to access services via online
communication tools provides a service user with
choice and control over the interaction and this
could increase participation (Symonds, 2018). The
availability of online translation software could support
service users for whom communication in English
would be problematic in a face to face interaction.
Turn taking within the online interaction can also be
subverted, particularly if the online tool allows the
service user to make the initial approach and this
gives the service user equal rights to ask questions
(Symonds, 2018).
Norms of communication and standards of language
in the online world differ to verbal or written
communication in the "real world" setting (Tregeagle
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and Darcy, 2008). So called "text talk" and the
use of emoticons offer the service user a level of
communicative informality which may not be available
in face-to-face interaction. This could begin to
address the power imbalance inherent in the social
worker-service user relationship if the practitioner
mirrors this informality in their own responses.
Social work has been reluctant to embrace these
advantages and therefore lags behind the use of
online tools in comparison to the other helping
professions, such as psychology (De Mesa et al,
2019). The profession has taken a defensive stance
towards such tools due, in part, to fear of boundary
transgressions and media scrutiny (Jackson, 2019).
We would argue that social work needs to move
towards a new conceptualisation of good practice,
to incorporate online communication skills (Byrne
and Kirwan, 2019). The continuous feedback loop
of online communication (Chan and Negai, 2019)
provides the opportunity for the social worker to
mediate their response, and future guidance could
focus on how to adapt communication skills to
demonstrate empathetic understanding in the absence
of audio-visual cues (Blakemore and Agliias, 2020).
Social workers possess a vast number of transferable
skills which are valuable for use online and this
tacit knowledge can be exploited if coupled with an
organisational culture which recognises the benefits of
social media in building positive working relationships.
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Working better together: How do we build stronger
relationships between social workers and people
using services?
Omar Mohamed - University of Birmingham
In this essay, I will be arguing how social workers
must have an understanding of the current issues
service users are facing on a daily basis through
empathy in order to build stronger relationships. I
will be exploring how children and families social
work practice has become individualised and blames
service users for being in the situations they are
in rather than understanding and addressing the
structural factors that have an impact on their lives.
This will be carried out by analysing how poverty
is often ignored as having an important role in the
struggles and difficulties many service users face and
how poverty-aware social work is important in building
strong relationships between social workers and
service users.
Gupta (2015) highlights that children and families
social work today takes place amongst severe budget
cuts, increasing levels of poverty and inequality and a
highly risk averse context, whilst referrals for children
and families services are continuing to increase.
Furthermore, Gupta and Lloyd-Jones (2014) argue
that the focus of social work is narrowing due to
contemporary government policy demonizing families
in poverty and reducing support services. Hooper
et al. (2007) suggests that poverty has a significant
impact on making parenting more difficult, yet the
current political context for children and families social
work fails to address this. Gupta (2015) builds on
this with her finding that the most common reason
for children having social work involvement is due
to neglect which is heavily associated with poor
parenting caused by poverty.
The International Federation of Social Workers (2012)
claims that social work is concerned with working with
those in poverty due to the long history of working
with the marginalised and excluded. Although, due
to the current political climate of austerity measures,
practice has become more individualised where social
work with families ignores the wider socio-economic
factors and pushes the blame onto individual family
circumstances and behaviours. For example, SaarHeiman (2019) argues that current practice has a key
focus on parents being the ones responsible for the
situation their children are in, although this ignores the
social and political context in which parenting occurs.
Saar-Heiman (2019)’s critical reflection through case
studies highlights that coping with debt and coping
with parenting are not separate challenges, as they
intersect and have impacts on each other. Although,
the current professional discourse that social work
has taken does not address this effectively, therefore
going against key social work values of social justice,
human rights, and equality.

Choices within
the austerity
agenda have had
significant impacts
on the welfare
state, bringing
many reforms and changes for those who receive
and need benefits. For example, the introduction
of universal credit, the benefits cap, and harsher
sanctions are just a few of the changes that have
been made and has resulted in cases such as Errol
Graham where his unfortunate death by starvation
was found to be linked to changes in his benefits.
(Butler, 2020). Furthermore, it has been argued that
those in poverty that rely on benefits are suffering
even more now with these welfare ‘reforms’ that were
meant to improve their life chances and standards of
living. For example, a paper reflecting 10 years on
from the Marmot Review in 2010 (2020) has found
that life expectancy has stalled and is in reverse for
the most deprived women in society. This shocking
finding highlights the extent of austerity and its’
impacts on equity, standard of living and life chances
for the most deprived. Social workers role in this
with the current individualised approach we see in
most child protection teams does not help children
and families and creates more shame and blame on
the families rather than supporting them to meet their
needs and goals. (ATD Fourth World, 2004)
Poverty-aware social work can be seen in the
collaboration of social workers working with antipoverty charities such as ATD Fourth World. For
example, BASW’s collaboration with the Child Welfare
Inequalities Project (CWIP) and ATD Fourth World
to create the Anti-Poverty Practice Guide for Social
Work. (BASW and CWIP, 2019). This guide enables
social workers to understand poverty in all its forms by
including people who have lived experience in poverty
to empower their voices and ensure these are heard.
The CWIP’s research has identified that poverty is ‘the
wallpaper of practice’ where poverty has a significant
impact that most people social workers work with
experience, yet this is rarely taken into account in
practice, for example assessments of parenting
capacity can be negatively perceived due to a lack of
consideration of the impacts of poverty. (Turner, 2019)
How can social work claim to have values of social
justice, human rights, and equality when service
users are blamed for not providing for their children
in the context of poverty they are suffering from?
Social workers cannot build effective relationships
with service users if there is blame directed towards
service users when they are victims of harsh political
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choices and agendas. In order for social workers
and service users to work together and have stronger
relationships that benefits all parties, social workers
must be poverty-aware and tackle social injustices
through a macro approach. Social workers must be
agents of social change in order to truly advocate
for the people they work with, and without this, the
relationship between social worker and service user
was never truly meaningful.
Gupta, Blumhardt & Fourth World (2018) suggest
that a theoretical framework based on being more
poverty aware through upholding social work values
such as human rights and social justice may trigger a
much-needed shift in children and family social work
practice to reduce the individualisation and blame
put on families we often see today. I believe that
this change of being more poverty aware will enable
service users to trust social workers as advocates for
their struggles, difficulties, and injustices and in turn
build stronger relationships between them.
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Working better together: How do we build stronger
relationships between social workers and people
using services?
Charlotte Pitt - Cardiff University
The relationship between social workers and those
who use services has been described as both the
“cornerstone” of practice (Alexander and Grant 2009,
p.6) and the “heart of social work” (Ruch et al. 2010,
p.1). When individuals are asked what is important
to them when engaging with services, a recurring
theme endures: the quality of their relationship
with their social worker is paramount. Despite
this consensus numerous commentators have
emphasised the need to ensure this does remain
at ‘the heart’, especially in the climate of austerity
(Featherstone et al. 2014).

Whilst many points
made in this essay
may be relevant
to other areas,
the focus will be
on social work with children and families. When
researching this area it was impossible to ignore the
interconnectedness between the personal and the
environmental, the individual and the collective. To
navigate this I have developed a model presented in
Figure 1, loosely based on Bronfenbrenner’s (1992)
ecological systems theory.
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Figure 1: Model of factors impacting relationshipbased social work
To address the question of how we build better
relationships, I thought it would first be useful to
consider what constitutes a strong relationship. The
centre therefore represents the basic ingredients of
a positive relationship as identified by children and
families in various research studies (Ridley et al.
2013; Oliver 2010; Hill 1999). In essence children
and families say they want their social worker to: stay
the same (if it’s positive), be around when they need
them, to care about them, to have mutual trust and
to involve them in decisions that affect them. I will
discuss each of these.
Continuity
Having the same social worker is crucial if a
meaningful relationship is to flourish. Unfortunately
due to a high staff turnover we know this stability and
continuity is difficult to preserve (Longfield 2018).
Whilst more can be done systemically to address staff
turnover is it important to acknowledge that we need
to approach this issue in a relational way. To promote
stronger relationships it therefore becomes important
that relationships are seen as a ‘phased process’
making sure that transitions between one worker
and another are not only limited but also caring and
sensitive.
Accessibility and time
Relationships cannot be expected to grow if they do
not have the time or if social workers are not available.
This is affected by high caseloads, strict timescales

and bureaucratic demands (Ferguson 2014). An
observational study following social workers on home
visits to children on the child protection register
highlighted how often the “system needs triumphed”
over more compassionate work with families
(Ferguson 2014 p. 289). As social workers we need
to become more ‘visible’ by placing ourselves within
communities. This again needs to be meaningful and
adaptive to where people are. A good example of this
is a recent pilot of social workers being placed within
schools gaining further government funding (What
Works Centre for Children’s Social Care 2020). If
relationships are forged this could make interactions
with social workers the mainstream rather than a
shameful and embarrassing experience for children.
This community-based work could help to forge
strong relationship with children, families and teaching
staff. Additionally, direct work is often now referred
on for specific agencies to complete which perhaps
misses an opportunity for further strengthening the
relationship.
Involvement
Involving children and families in decision-making
about their own lives is considered central to effective
practice (Diaz 2018). This is about working ‘with’
individuals rather than ‘doing to’. A good platform
for this to be enabled is Family Group Conferences
(Brown 2007). It is important however that
participation is encouraged in a meaningful way rather
than tokenistic: not as a one-off but as part of a wider
picture of involvement (Diaz 2018).
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Empathy and trust
Empathy is about being able to understand and share
feelings of the person you are supporting. Forrester et
al. (2007) recommended the potential in social work
adopting skills from the field of counselling in facilitating
more empathetic work. Like the other elements listed
above, trust in the social work relationship is affected by
a number of wider factors. Many commentators agree
that the media portrayal of workers as ‘child snatchers’
has negatively impacted public trust in the profession
(Westwood 2007). Trust is closely linked to the second
layer of the circle which highlights the psychological
space in between the social worker and individual. For
example a previously negative experience with social
services may impact a family’s initial willingness to
engage. Having an awareness of these issues and by
striving to understand and reflect on the social issues people
are facing are crucial to relationship-based practice.
The wider picture
The outer layer and one concept in particular has
featured throughout the discussion of barriers to
relational practice: neoliberalism. Neoliberalism
can be understood broadly as an economic theory
which favours free markets, individualism, reduced
public spending and privitisation (Spolander 2014).
Private sector principles of performance indicators,
cost-effectiveness and targets have been adopted
by policymakers and enforced upon the social
work profession. As shown the impact of this for
relationship-based practice is significant with
the increasing pressure on practitioners to meet
deadlines, undertake assessments and meet targets
instead of focussing on the ‘quality’ of the interaction.
To further address the question, I am proposing that
to ensure relationships are placed at the ‘heart’ of
practice we need to acknowledge the elephant in the
room; politics. I agree with Fraser’s et al. (2017,p. 1)
proposition that “social workers need to re/politicize
their purpose”. To do this, avenues for change need
to be forged. More integration between Universities
and Trade Unions should be encouraged. Universities
could go further than encouraging awareness and
knowledge about structural factors and politics but
support students think about ways in which this
can be acted upon. Also, the linguistics of ‘radical’
social work may also want to be reconceived instead
as ‘standard’ practice; there shouldn’t be anything
extreme about standing up for what is right. Perhaps
if it is viewed as part of our role then it will seem more
imaginable that wider change is possible.
Currently we are living through a global pandemic
due to COVID-19 which has perhaps shone a light
upon politics and how it directly affects us all. The
tragic murder of George Floyd has invoked a series
of protests and social media campaigns to challenge
wider systemic racism that exists not only in the US but
worldwide. Maybe now is the time for social workers to
engage more with politics and structural inequalities that
affect them and the people they are trying to support.
“Alone we can do so little.
Together we can do so much” (Helen Keller)
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Working better together: How do we build stronger
relationships between social workers and people
using services?
Verity Clarke - University of Dundee
Social work, though notoriously difficult to define,
is a profession centred upon building relationships,
fulfilling the innate human desire to help one another
(Soydan, 2012). However, given its legally binding
powers and duties, social workers are often caught
between tensions, trying to uphold service users’
rights, whilst executing the state’s responsibility
towards them, all under the scrutiny of the public eye
(Horner, 2006).

practitioners to
think critically and
manage situations
that have the
potential to trigger highly emotive responses which
are common in social work (Ingram, 2015). Greater
understanding of one’s own emotions has been
shown to allow better understanding of service user’s
emotions (Grant, Kinman and Alexander, 2014).

Relationship-based practice is an approach utilised by
social work practitioners that views relationships as
the principal feature of social work and holds service
users at its heart, although arguably there is little
alternative, given that almost all social work is carried
out via relationships. Relationship-based practice is
traditionally rooted in psychodynamic theory, which
seeks to understand how our previous experiences
impact our relationships and thus how we manage
our emotions, and is increasingly underpinned by the
concepts of emotional intelligence, empathy and the
practitioners ‘use of self’ (Ingram and Smith, 2018).

Empathy is another skill that allows for sound
relationship building; it entails an appreciation of how
another person is feeling, thus allowing for a greater
understanding of their thoughts and behaviour (Howe,
2013). Interviewing is one of the most common
activities undertaken by social workers (Kadushin and
Kadushin, cited in Trevithick, 2012). However, for
service users, an interview with a social worker may
be daunting and evoke feelings of anxiety given the
authority and power the practitioner’s position holds.
Recognising this fact allows workers to practice in
a way which does not feel oppressive (Thompson,
2016).

One would be hard-pushed to find social work
literature that did not place relationships at the
forefront of good practice, although the contemporary
managerial context of practice, coupled with measures
of austerity and gross inequality, increasingly inhibits
practitioners’ capacity to centre their practice upon
relationship building (McColgan and McMullin,
2017). The worker-service user relationship is not
straightforward like those naturally occurring with a
family member or friend; embedded in this relationship
are legislative and organisational constraints and
an intangible yet undeniable power imbalance
(Hennessey, 2011).
To build honest and constructive relationships with
others, social workers must know themselves; this
is known as ‘use of self’. It is this self-awareness
which allows social workers to relate to and engage
the people with whom they are working, in a way
that is true to their personal and professional values,
providing fertile ground for the development of
beneficial change (Hennessey, 2011), in line with
the British Association of Social Workers (BASW,
2012) Code of Ethics which states that social work is
“focused on problem solving and change” and holds
social justice and human rights among its core values.
Intrinsically linked to the idea of ‘use of self’ is the idea
of understanding one’s own emotions, or emotional
intelligence. Emotions guide our reactions, behaviour
and decisions and shape who we are. Developing
emotional intelligence by understanding oneself allows

An unquestionable majority of people who use
services hail from less affluent areas (Cree and
Smith, 2018). Beckford (2016), notes that those who
live in ‘underserved’ areas, challenged by issues
such as poverty, are at greater risk of developing
mental health problems, and of becoming involved
with the Criminal Justice System. Garbarino and
Ganzel (cited in Russell, Harris and Gockel, 2008)
consider poverty to be the ‘principal villain’ affecting
parenting; the effects of poverty can often be seen
to minimise parents’ capacity to protect and look
after their children, and is a common thread linking
families considered more likely to suffer abuse and
neglect. Wilkinson and Pickett (2010) cite inequality
as the common denominator of a multitude of social
problems, including mental health, substance misuse
and violence, and their statistically-informed argument
is hard to counter.
The current neoliberal hegemony pervading our media
and political climate would encourage us to believe
that individuals should be held accountable for their
problems which stem from their moral inferiority.
Working in this way however, would potentially give
rise to a largely punitive and risk-averse rather than
welfare-focused way of working, devoid of the values
so important to the social work profession, such as
social justice and respect for individuals and could
put workers at risk of ethical stress, which can occur
when one’s practice is incongruent with one’s values
(Fenton, 2016).
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Utilising a radical social work approach can promote
better relationships; recognising the impact that
societal and structural disadvantage has upon
individuals, families and communities, rather
than holding people responsible for their own
circumstances and marginalisation, helps people
who use services feel understood (Lavalette,
2011). Ecological systems theory is also useful for
understanding the way in which a person is affected
by the environment in which they live (Stepney and
Ford, 2000). Despite previously unseen levels of
material comfort, Great Britain is currently one of the
most unequal societies in the world (Wilkinson and
Pickett, 2010). Social workers must recognise that life
is significantly harder for some through no fault of their
own. By providing a voice and a platform for people
who use services, social workers can utilise the
privilege their position infers to challenge the barriers
they face (Krumer-Nevo, 2016), in turn bolstering
relationships by showing concern which people who
use services notoriously desire (Lishman, 2009).
To build strong relationships with people who use
services, social workers must firstly understand
themselves; this enables them to better understand
each person they work with, in turn allowing them to
tailor their assessment and intervention according
to each individual. Social workers must ensure their
practice is neither oppressive nor discriminatory, by
recognising structural disadvantage and inequality
and their effects, and employing a non-judgemental
attitude. Drawing upon sound personal and professional
values as well as knowledge and theory ensures that
positive relationships can be used to inspire positive
change where and when it is needed most.
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